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The advantages for GSA’s and 
Airlines 
CargoHub offers General Sales Agents 

and airlines a personalized branded  

Cargo e-Claims portal. This solution 

allows easy managing and follow 

up of claims. Available information 

in their account can provide all the 

information needed to get an clear 

overview on where irregularities 

occurred and which could have a 

negative effect on customer relations.   

•  Avoid up to 70% data entry 

•  Easy communication tools and 

templates

•  Capturing root- cause analysis

•  Automatic progress updates 

towards customers

•  Easy reporting possibilities

•  Overview on station or head office 

level

Ground handlers, transporters and 
insurance companies profit along   
Ground handlers and transporters pro-

fit from this platform as well. Cargo 

incidents can be reported in a uniform 

way to the airlines. This data is made 

directly available in an account for the 

reporting party to gain insight into 

the amount and nature of reported 

incidents. Irregularities are therefore 

directly available for internal purposes 

and can be subjected to root- cause 

analyses by ISO, AEO, TAPA or other 

quality measures and can be followed 

up accordingly. This way you have 

a structural pro-active approach on 

quality improvement instead of occa-

sionally afterwards. The retrospective 

collection of information is time-

consuming, which creates unneces-

sary delays within the settlement of 

the claim. The platform contributes 

on improving quality and efficiency, 

while lowering the operational costs.

 

Get connected to the ‘cloud’ within 
24 hours 
CargoHub offers air cargo supply chain 

parties a free set-up of a personal 

Cargo e-Claims portal within 24 hours. 

The advanced Cargo e-Claims portal 

software provides all tools neces-

sary to manage and follow up on 

claims and incidents efficiently. A big 

advantage is the ‘cloud’ software 

24/7 accessibility and the most 

recent application updates which are 

made directly available for connected 

companies. Businesses don’t have to 

invest in development and user costs 

are low. CargoHub welcomes the 

feedback of its customers, insurance 

companies, claim managers and 

aviation law specialists in order to 

continuously improve the application. 

CargoHub also offers customized solu-

tions and support within the platform.      

      

As of January this year the 

air freight industry welco-

mes the new multi-purpose 

E-commerce solution for the entire air 

cargo supply chain. Via this worldwide 

Cargo e-Claims platform, freight for-

warders can claim and follow up their 

claims at the airline. At the same 

time, airlines are given the possibility 

to manage the claim process profes-

sionally from beginning to end.

After two years of intense deve-

lopment and testing, last January, 

various forwarders, airlines and GSA’s 

pioneered the CargoHub designed 

platform. The first results and impres-

sions are positive and very promising.

E-commerce solution brings  
advantages for the whole air  
cargo supply chain
The ability to manage claims and 

incidents within the chain of cargo 

handling companies via one platform 

creates many advantages for all par-

ties in the chain. Cargo e-Claims can 

significantly reduce the paperwork 

and handling time of the claim.    

•  Paperless

•  Transparent and reliable

•  Efficient and improving quality

•  Reduces operational costs

•  Increases customer service quality

•  Centralized system

•  User friendly

CargoHub’s E-commerce solution 

offers optimal efficiency within the air 

cargo supply chain. With a persona-

lized branded portal, any business 

can now connect to Cargo E-claims 

collectively. Shippers can submit their 

claim via the portal of the forwarder, 

who can submit or forward the claim 

to the airline. Airlines are able to fol-

low up on the claim within their own 

portal, which is linked to the platform. 

This way the E-commerce service will 

be completely integrated within the 

air cargo supply chain.

The advantages for freight  
forwarders
CargoHub offers freight forwarders 

a complete overview of all pending 

claims for any airline. All information, 

documents, notes, tasks and status 

information are available within the 

forwarder’s personal account. At the 

head office, on station level or on 

department level, users can easily 

monitor the entire claim process and 

follow up accordingly in combination 

with an obtained authorization code.

•  Easy and clear claim procedure 

•   Checks on acknowledgement of 

receipt

•  Up to date claim status overview

•   Easy communication with business 

partners

•  Reporting and analyzing tools

•  Easy reporting to insurance  

 companies

•   Centralized file information and 

communication

‘CargoHub launches  
worldwide Cargo e-Claims 
Portal’ 
Lack of oversight, inadequate monitoring or unnecessary time lost; handling claims and cargo incidents is more of  
a burden than a blessing for many businesses. CargoHub offers the cargo industry an innovative solution to deal with 
claims and incidents between chain parties within one platform.
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“Affiliated insurance companies  
have access within the platform  
and are able to use all tools for  

professional follow up on claim files” 
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Now it has to be handled as a claim. Ten years ago 

this was still “mandarin science” which could only 

be solved with lawyers. Until November 2003: 

that’s when the Montreal Convention treaty was adopted. 

This turned out to be a juridical revision of claims hand-

ling. Transparency was born: the air carrier was to be held 

responsible for damages which occurred during air transport. 

And also more transparency about liability: the kilogram 

limit was set in stone, even during reckless handling by the 

air transporter. Nowadays, the Montreal Convention has 

been fully recognized and implemented in more than 100 

countries. See which one here: 

https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/nl/Verdrag/

Details/009216

In short, hardly any more judicial tug of war, but the 

paperwork stayed: HAWB, MAWB, AVC/CMR, ACN paper, 

receipt airline handler, specialist report, Montreal protest, 

submitting a claim, correspondence, follow up, contract term 

management, and before you know it, you’ve created a 

thick paper file.   

It has to be quicker, more efficient, more precise, clearer, 

and user friendly to manage claims paperless, digitizing the 

process.

The answer is: Cargohub E-cargo claims. Digitized effici-

ency in handling and finalizing your air, sea & land freight 

E-claims, developed by Raoul Paul. “I’m a computer- and 

technology aficionado and I had the chance to experiment 

with the application. I was very satisfied.”

A few main points

The user account stands central in all actions in the appli-

cation. Loader, forwarder, GSA, airline handler and even 

airlines can access & manage claims via a shared portal, 

online. Access is secured but permission can be given to 

third parties. Encrypted data storage, mirrored at two data 

locations in the Netherlands – in line with American security 

standards. Cargohub has a strict privacy policy. Only the 

account user provides data entry, not Cargohub.

The database provides defined and open windows, where 

the user can fill-in and add information to complete the 

E-claim. The format is user friendly and in line with current 

claim practices, which makes its use intuitive and a person 

can immediately start using the software.

There are enough possibilities to upload pdf or xml file 

types. Think of specialist reports, commentary on transport 

documentation, commercial invoices, further correspon-

dence, etc. 

Every claim to an (air-) carrier starts with a written (War-

schau of Montreal) protest: without a (timely) notification 

or an incomplete or faulty protest it revokes your rights 

to claim the carrier. You don’t have to worry about that: 

E-cargo claims generates a pre-written protest and at  the 

press of a button, the system sends the notification. The 

text format is something I created during my years in this 

business. 

Also inter-agent carriage and courier transport can be 

managed in the system. 

Reporting and sorting capabilities are huge. Claims can be 

accessed per carrier and show their actual status, which can 

generate automatic reports. Reminders can be sent, also in 

bulk. The user can update and keep track of notifications to 

the client. The system can generate tasks and e-mails which 

can be linked to your Outlook or in XML, phone messages 

storage.

Summed up: accessibility and intuitive usage makes it an 

easy system to manage your E-claim, getting rid of a lot 

of the hassle. I support this system and think this is what 

the transport world has been waiting for to handle most air 

freight claims. 

e-Cargo claims :  
digital efficiency that works
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Frans Vreede 
independent logistics- and aviation lawyer  
(www.fransvreede.nl)

IDEAL CONDITIONS GUARANTEED, 
EVERY TIME YOU FLY YOUR CARGO 

WITH US.

For bookings and enquiries, contact us on 

qrpharma@qatarairways.com.qa or visit qrcargo.com

QR Pharma is your solution for healthcare shipments 

because we offer the most ideal conditions, every time.

QR PHARMA — FOR PHARMACEUTICALS AND 
HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS


